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Basic Information 

The taxpayer identification number (TIN) is important when requesting different services in Fiji. For 
instance, opening a Bank account, applying/renewing a Motor Vehicle License, requesting a Tertiary 
Education Loan by students, etc. This applies to every individual whether they are earning an income 
from employment/business or not.  
 
Registering for an individual TIN is now a service that is available online through our Taxpayer Online 
Service (TPOS) portal. This document is a step-by-step guide to register for a TIN online. 

Log-In 

 Taxpayers need to access the FRCS portal from our website or use this link: 
https://tpos.frcs.org.fj/taxpayerportal. By accessing the link, taxpayers will be navigated to the 
login page on the FRCS portal. The first step is Sign-Up which is covered in a separate user manual. 
In this example, we assume you have completed the Sign-Up and received your access credentials. 

 

 Enter your correct credentials (User ID & Password) and select ‘Log In’.  

 

https://tpos.frcs.org.fj/taxpayerportal
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Obtain a TIN 

 The first screen that will be shown is 'Get a Tin'. Select 'Go'. 

 
 This will take you to the Instructions Page which provides some important information. Click the 

checkbox to confirm you have read and understood the instructions. Select 'Continue to Next Step'. 
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 The Personal Details section includes pre-populated information that was entered during the Sign-
up process i.e. your name, mobile number and email address. You can only make changes to the 
prepopulated name fields. 

 
 Fields that are marked with an asterix (*) are mandatory to update. To complete the 'Personal 

Details' section, update all relevant fields. Depending on how you respond to a question, this opens 
up other questions. For example, if you answered 'No' to the question 'Do you reside in Fiji?', three 
additional questions will be posed.   

 
 Once the residency questions are answered, the next question focuses on whether an individual 

was born in Fiji. Some individuals who are not born in Fiji become naturalized citizens. They may 
not have a birth certificate or passport. Because this is a mandatory requirement, we have created 
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a process that allows a person in this situation to apply for a FRCS ID. To continue with the 
registration process, you will need to obtain a FRCS ID first. You can save your online registration 
application and continue the process once you have received your FRCS ID. 

 
 The next set of fields to be updated are the address fields. Depending on your residency status, you 

need to enter either a local or overseas address. For a resident, the local address structure has 5 
main categories. You can use the drop down menus to assist with selecting the right region, 
province, etc. Local address updates also require a confirmation if the property is rented or not. If 
it is rented you will need to enter the TIN of your landlord. 
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 For a non-resident, the address structure is categorized differently.  

 
 Once all mandatory fields are updated, select 'Continue to Next Step'. This will take you to the ID 

Details screen. There are two main identity validations i.e. the passport number or birth certificate 
number. The birth certificate number is mandatory for Fijians whereas passport details are 
optional. 

 
 If you have selected a nationality other than Fijian or hold another nationality, passport details 

become mandatory.  
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 Whichever option is chosen you will be required to upload supporting documentation to validate 

your identity. You can continue to upload more documents by selecting '+' sign.  

 
 Once all updates are done, select 'Continue to Next Step: Occupation Details'. There are two main 

questions in this screen. If you are employed in Fiji, you need to update your occupation according 
to the Fiji Standard Classification of Occupation (FISCO). Use the dropdown option to select the 
relevant category.  
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 If you are not employed in Fiji and selected 'No', the field 'Current Status' will need to be updated. 

Select a suitable choice from the dropdown list. 

 
 If you selected 'Student' and are a foreign national, then it is mandatory to upload a student offer 

letter from an educational institute. Once all updates are completed, click on 'Continue to Next 
Step: References'.  

 

 A maximum of two references are required. If you are below 18years of age, a parent or guardian 
is a mandatory reference. If above 18years, an alternate contact or spouse is acceptable. 
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 After selecting the relationship type, you will need to enter the TIN and date of birth. If it matches, 
the first and last name of the individual will be populated in the summary table. You can add 
another reference or select 'Continue to Next Step'.  

 
 This will take you to the 'Mailing Options' screen where you need to update your preferred mailing 

option. Depending on what you choose, you may be required to enter more details. For example, 
selecting 'PO Box' will prompt you to enter the box details and location. 
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 Once you have selected your preferred option, click on 'Continue to Next Step'. You will need to 

select which FRCS branch or office you prefer to handle your tax affairs. A list is available from the 
dropdown menu. There is a short note on this page that highlights final set of requirements before 
registration is complete. 

 

 
 You will need to upload a digital passport photo (with white background). This photo will also be 

used to process your joint ID card. 
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 A valid photo ID also needs to be scanned and uploaded. You can attach other documents if you 
think this will better support your TIN application. There is another feature which you can use to 
share information with FRCS i.e. the 'Add Notes' functionality (bottom left of screen). If earlier 
notes were made and saved, they will be shown in the pop-up note screen together with the new 
note you are creating. 

 

 

 Once all updates are completed, click on 'Continue to Next Step'. This will open up the final step 
i.e. the Declaration to confirm the information in your application is correct. Select the checkbox 
and click 'Submit'.  
 

 An acknowledgment screen will be displayed confirming your application. You will also receive an 
email response.  
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